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Abstract. OCR technology of Latin scripts is well advanced in comparison to 
other scripts. However, the available results from Latin are not always sufficient 
to directly adopt them for other scripts such as the Ethiopic script. In this paper, 
we propose a novel approach that uses structural and syntactic techniques for 
recognition of Ethiopic characters. We reveal that primitive structures and their 
spatial relationships form a unique set of patterns for each character. The 
relationships of primitives are represented by a special tree structure, which is 
also used to generate a pattern. A knowledge base of the alphabet that stores 
possibly occurring patterns for each character is built. Recognition is then 
achieved by matching the generated pattern against each pattern in the 
knowledge base. Structural features are extracted using direction field tensor. 
Experimental results are reported, and the recognition system is insensitive to 
variations on font types, sizes and styles. 

1   Introduction 

Ethiopia is among the few countries in the world which have a unique alphabet of its 
several languages. The Ethiopic alphabet has been in use since the 5th century B.C.[5] 
and the present form of the alphabet is obtained after passing through many 
improvements. At present, the alphabet is widely used by Amharic which is the 
official language of Ethiopia, and a total of over 80 million people inside as well as 
outside Ethiopia are using this alphabet for writing.  

Research on Ethiopic OCR is a recent phenomenon and there are only few papers 
presented in conferences [3],[6]. Moreover, it has been difficult to develop a good 
recognition system for Ethiopic characters due to the complex composition of their 
basic graphical units. In this paper, we present a novel approach to recognize Ethiopic 
characters by employing structural and syntactic techniques in which each character is 
represented by a pattern of less complex structural features called primitives [2] and 
their spatial relationships. Each character forms a unique set of patterns which are 
generated from the relationships of primitives. The structural features and their 
relationships are extracted by using direction field tensor. The characters expressed in 
terms of primitives and their relationships remain similar under variations on the size, 
type and style of characters. Accordingly, the present results are novel contributions 
towards the development of a general Ethiopic OCR system that works independent 
of the appearance and characteristics of the text.  
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2   Ethiopic Alphabet 

The most common Ethiopic alphabet used by Amharic language has 34 basic 
characters and other six orders derived from the basic forms making a total of 238 
characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in tabular format of seven columns as 
shown in Table 1, where the first column represents the base character and the other 
columns represent modifications of the base character. 

Table 1. Part of the Ethiopic Alphabet 

 

2.1   Structural Analysis 

Ethiopic characters are considered to have the most attractive appearance when 
written with thick appendages, vertical and diagonal strokes, and thin horizontal lines. 
Most of the horizontal strokes in Ethiopic characters are only a few pixels wide and 
sometimes they do not exist, especially in degraded documents. Thus, prominent 
structural features in the alphabet are appendages, vertical and diagonal lines. These 
prominent features form a set of primitive structures. In this research, we reveal 7 
primitive structures which are interconnected in different ways to form a character. 
Primitives differ from one another in their structure type, relative length, orientation, 
and spatial position. The classes of primitives are given below. 

• Long Vertical Line (LVL). A vertical line that runs from the top to bottom level of 
the character. The primitive is found in characters like  , , and . 

• Medium Vertical Line (MVL). A vertical line that touches either the top or the 
bottom level (but not both) of a character.  , , and  are some of the characters 
that have these primitives. 

• Short Vertical Line (SVL). A vertical line that touches neither the top nor the 
bottom level of the character. It exists in characters like  , , and . 

• Long Forward Slash (LFS).  A forward slash primitive that runs from the top to 
the bottom level of a character. It is found in few characters like  , , and .  

• Medium Forward Slash (MFS). A forward slash primitive that touches either the 
top or the bottom level (but not both) of a character. This primitive is also found in 
few characters like  , , and .  

• Backslash. A line that deviates from the vertical line position to the right when 
followed from top to bottom. The characters  , , and  have such primitives. 

• Appendages. Structures which have almost the same width and height. These 
primitives are found in many characters. Examples are  , , and . 
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2.2   Spatial Relationships of Primitives  

The unique structure of characters is determined by primitives and their inter-
connection. The interconnection between primitives describes their spatial relation-
ship. A primitive structure can be connected to another at one or more of the 
following regions of the structure: top (t), middle (m), and bottom (b). The spatial 
relationship between two primitives α and β connected only once is represented by the 
pattern αzβ, where z is an ordered pair (x,y) of the connection regions  t, m, or b.       
In this pattern, α is connected to β at region x of α, and β is connected to α at region y 
of β.  Moreover, the primitive α is also said to be spatially located to the left of β. 
Thus, the spatial relationship is described by spatial position (left and right) and 
connection region (t, m, and b). 

There may also be two or three connections between two primitives. The first 
connection detected as one goes from top to bottom is considered as the principal 
connection. Other additional connections, if there exist, are considered as 
supplementary connections.  The principal connection between two primitives is an 
ordered pair formed by the possible combinations of the three connection regions. 
This will lead to nine principal connection types as represented by the set:  
{( t , t ) , ( t ,m),( t ,b) , (m, t) , (m,m) ,(m,b) , (b , t) , (b ,m),(b ,b)}.    

  The principal connection (t,t), i.e., two primitives both connected at the top, has five 
types of supplementary connections: {(m,b),(b,m),(b,b),(m,m)+(b,m),(m,m)+(b,b)}. 
The principal connection (t,m) has only one supplementary connection: {(b,m)}.    
The principal connection (m,t) has three types of supplementary connections: 
{(m,b),(b,m),(b,b)}. The rest principal connections do not have any supplementary 
connection. This makes up the possibility of two primitives to be connected in 18 
different ways: 9 principal connections alone and 9 principal with supplementary 
connections. This is shown in Table 2 with example characters in brackets. 

Table 2. Connection types between two primitive structures 
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2.3   Representation  

Primitives are connected to the left and right of another primitive at one of its three 
connection regions. To the right of a primitive, two different primitives can also be 
connected at the middle as in the case of . Therefore, a maximum of three primitives 
can be connected to the left of another primitive and up to four primitives can be 
connected to the right. To represent this relationship, a special tree structure having 
three left nodes and four right nodes is proposed as shown in Fig. 1. Each node in the 
tree stores data about the type of the primitive itself, the type of connections with its 
parent primitive, and the spatial positions of primitives connected to it. 

 

Fig. 1. General tree structure of characters 

A primitive is appended to its parent primitive at one of the seven child nodes in 
the tree based on the principal connection that exists between them. For 
implementation, primitives are represented by a two digit numerical code as shown in 
Table 3. The first digit represents their relative length, spatial position and/or 
structure, and the second digit represents their orientation.   

Table 3. Numerical codes assigned to primitive structures 

Primitive Types Numerical Codes 
LVL 98 
MVL 88 
SVL 78 
LFS 99 
MFS 89 
Backslash 87 
Appendages 68 

Each connection between two primitives is also assigned a two digit number which 
represents the left and right spatial positions. The three connection regions, i.e., top, 
middle, and bottom are represented by the numbers 1, 2, and 3 respectively. For 
example, using this approach, the connection (m,b) is represented by 23. Connection 
types with two or more connections between primitives are assigned a numerical code 
formed by the concatenation of the numerical codes of the respective connections. For 
example, the numerical code of the connection type (t,t)+(m,m)+(b,m) is 112232. When 
there is a primitive without being connected to any other primitive in the character, a 
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connection type of none (with code number 44) is used. In this case, the primitive is 
appended to one of other primitives based on the closeness in their spatial position. 
The connection type of the root primitive, which has no any parent, is also none. 

2.4   Building Primitive Tree and Pattern Generation 

The first step in building a primitive tree is identifying the root primitive. Variation in 
setting root primitive results in a different tree structure which will adversely affect 
the pattern generated for a character. To build a consistent primitive tree structure for 
each character, a primitive which is spatially located at the left top position of the 
character is used as the root primitive. The following recursive algorithm is developed 
to build primitive tree of characters. The function is initially invoked by passing the 
root primitive as a parameter.  

BuildPrimitiveTree (Primitive) 
{              
  BuildPrimitiveTree(LeftTopPrimitive)  
  BuildPrimitiveTree(LeftMidPrimitive)   
  BuildPrimitiveTree(LeftBotPrimitive)  
  BuildPrimitiveTree(RightBotPrimitive)   
  BuildPrimitiveTree(RightMid1Primitive)  
  BuildPrimitiveTree(RightMid2Primitive)  
  BuildPrimitiveTree(RightTopPrimitive)  
 } 

Examples of primitive trees built by the above algorithm are shown in Fig. 2. After 
building the primitive tree, a string pattern is generated by using in-order traversal of 
the tree (left{top, mid, bottom}, parent, right{bottom, middle1, middle2, top}). By 
starting on the root primitive, in-order traversal of the tree generates a unique set of 
patterns for each character. The algorithm is implemented using a recursive function 
in a similar way as building the primitive tree. 

 

Fig. 2. Examples showing primitive trees for (a) , (b) , (c)  
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2.5   Alphabet Knowledge Base 

The geometric structures of primitives and their spatial relationships remain the same 
under variations on fonts and their sizes. In Fig. 3a, all the different font types and 
sizes of the character  are described as two Long Vertical Lines both connected at 
the top. This is represented by the pattern {44,98,11,98}. As there is no structural 
difference between a Long Vertical Line and its bold version, Fig. 3b is also 
represented by the same pattern as in the case of Fig. 3a. In Fig. 3c, the character is 
described as two Long Forward Slashes both connected at the top and it is represented 
by the pattern {44,99,11,99}. Therefore, any form of the character  is represented as 
a set of patterns {{44,98,11,98},{44,99,11,99}}. Accordingly, the knowledge base of 
the alphabet consists of a set of possibly occurring patterns of primitives and their 
relationships for each character. This makes the proposed recognition technique 
tolerant of variations in the parameters of fonts.  

 

Fig. 3. (a) The Ethiopic character  with different font types and sizes of 12 and 18, (b) bold 
style of a, (c) italic style of a 

3   Extraction of Structural Features Using Direction Field Tensor  

A local neighborhood in an image where the gray value changes only in one direction, 
and remains constant in the orthogonal direction, is said to have Linear Symmetry 
(LS) property [1]. The LS property of an image can be estimated by analyzing the 
direction field tensor. The direction tensor, also called the structure tensor [4],[7], is a 
3D field tensor representing the local direction of pixels. For a local neighborhood 
f(x,y) of an image f, the direction tensor S is computed as a 2x2 symmetric matrix 
using Gaussian derivative operators Dx and Dy.  
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Linear symmetry exists at edges where there are gray level changes and it can be 
estimated by eigenvalue analysis of the direction tensor using complex moments of 
order two which are defined as follows. 
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The value of I20 is a complex number where the argument is the local direction of 
pixels in double angle representation and the magnitude is a measure of the local LS 
strength. The scalar I11 measures the amount of gray value changes in a local 
neighborhood of pixels. Direction field tensor, which is a 3D tensor field, can also be 
conveniently represented by the 2D complex I20 and 1D scalar I11. The complex image 
I20 can be displayed in color as shown in Fig. 4 where the hue represents direction of 
pixels in double angle representation.  

Due to the Gaussian filtering used in the computation of direction tensor, the LS 
strength (magnitude) at the orthogonal cross-section of edges in the image forms a 
Gaussian of the same window size. Therefore, the cross-section of lines in the I20 
image can be reduced to a skeletal form (one pixel size) by taking the point closest to 
the mean of the Gaussian formed by the LS strength in the orthogonal direction. The 
skeletal form of I20 image is then used for extraction of structural features.  

 

Fig. 4. (a) Scanned document, (b) I20 of a where hue represents direction, (c) skeletal form of b 
without direction information  

Before extracting structural features, characters are segmented into individual 
components. In the skeletal form of the I20 image, horizontal spaces that lack LS    
(LS strength <0.05 after normalization) are used to segment text lines, and vertical 
spaces that lack LS are used to segment characters in the text lines. Rectangular boxes 
in Fig. 5 show segmented characters of Ethiopic text. Since the direction of pixels is 
represented by double angle, the angle θ obtained from the argument of I20 is in the 
range of 0 to 180 degree. The direction of pixels at the edges of primitives is close to 
0 and 180 degrees and can be converted to the range of 0 to 90 degrees by    
ε=abs(90-θ) so that ε for primitives is consistently close to 90 degree. In this study, 
pixels with ε>=30o and having strong LS property (LS strength >=0.05) are 
considered as parts of primitives, and those with ε<30o and having strong LS property 
are considered as parts of connectors. A primitive in the grayscale image will have 
 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Character segmentation mapped to the original image, (b) skeletal form of the I20 
image where the red and purple colors show the left and right edges of primitives respectively, 
and the green color shows connectors,  (c) extracted primitives shaded with blue color 
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two lines (left and right edges) in the skeletal form of the I20 image. Primitive 
structures are then constructed by the two matching lines. The group information 
about direction and spatial position of pixels in a primitive are finally used to classify 
the primitives. 

4   The Recognition Process 

A general recognition system of Ethiopic characters is proposed as shown in Fig. 6. 
Characters are segmented by making use of direction field tensor. Structural features 
are then extracted and a pattern of their spatial relationships is generated for each 
segmented character. A character is said to be recognized if the string pattern 
generated from primitive tree has a matching pattern in the knowledge base. Pattern 
matching is done by comparing the string pattern generated from the image against 
with each string pattern stored in the knowledge base. The similarity of each 
comparison is computed and the most similar pattern is considered to decide whether 
the string pattern is recognized or not. This is done by setting a threshold of similarity. 

 

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the recognition process 

5   Experiment 

The size of the Gaussian window used for filtering operations is determined by the 
size of fonts in the document. For example, a Gaussian window of pixel-size 3x3 was 
efficient for texts with font size of 12, and a window size of 5x5 was found to be 
better for font sizes of 18.  

There is no standard image database of Ethiopic text developed for testing 
character recognition systems. Thus, the experiment was done on images of about 
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thirty pages scanned from newspapers, books and clean printouts that contain 
characters of different fonts and sizes varying from 12 to 18. Images taken from clean 
printouts show better recognition due to their relatively better quality. A recognition 
rate of 92% was achieved for clean printouts and the recognition accuracy for 
newspaper and books was 86%. However, there was no difference in recognition 
accuracy due to variation in fonts, and larger font sizes tend to be recognized slightly 
better than their smaller versions.  

The structural and syntactic method used for recognition of Ethiopic characters is 
efficient to uniquely identify the characters. Recognition errors mainly come from poor 
quality of documents. Character segmentation errors also affect the overall character 
recognition accuracy. The other process that hampers the recognition process is extra-
ction of connectors. This is due to the fact that horizontal lines in Ethiopic characters are 
very thin and sometimes absent especially in degraded and low quality documents.  The 
algorithm used to extract primitives works well even in noisy documents.  

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, a novel approach is proposed for Ethiopic character recognition. 
Structural and syntactic techniques are effectively used to uniquely represent the 
complex structure of characters by the relationships of less complex primitive 
structures. To this end, direction field tensor is used as a tool for extraction of 
structural features. The use of Gaussian separable filters to compute direction field 
tensor made the computation time minimal. The recognition accuracy can still be 
improved to a higher level by working more on character segmentation, extraction of 
structural features and pattern matching algorithms. Extraction of structural features 
can be further improved by applying statistical techniques. The process of pattern 
matching and classification is expected to perform better by using neural networks. In 
general, the recognition system is insensitive to variations on the size, type and other 
parameters of characters and therefore, the overall research activity will lead to the 
development of efficient OCR software for Ethiopic script.  
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